Session 6: Block 13 guided tour
Title of the session,
Time
Thematic focus

Main learning
objectives

Programme flow,
timing

Day 2, 31 July, 1.5 hour
for each hour 3 groups of participants enter the exhibition
Block 13, exhibition, themes related to the Roma genocide
1. Forms of exclusion and segregation
2. Racial ideology, ''Racial Hygene Research Unit''
3. Deportations
4. Auswitz Decree
5. Mass shooting
6. Children in the camp
 get familiar with the Block 13 exhibition
 understand the different issues connected to the Roma genocide
 look in to the history of the European countries in regards to the Roma genocide,
life of Romani people
Step 1 (10 minutes): Introduction
Introduction of the Block 13, explanation where the participants are, who made the
exhibition, main concept (two levels), what they will be seeing and learning, mentally
mapping the space, answering any possible questions regarding the visit
Step 2 Exploration in small groups + peer-guiding
(45 minutes: 20 min preparations + 3 minutes presentation from the 6 groups):
Interactive guided exploration in small groups of participants,
Step 3 (20 minutes): Personal exploration and reflection time
Personal exploration and reflection time. Facilitator gives brief introduction on the
countries and people go on with individual exploration.
Step 4 (15 minutes): sharing personal thoughts and questions
Sharing personal thoughts on the Block 13 , outside the exhibition

Needed materials

Notes for facilitators

Folders ready for each of the themes, one page guiding notes for the facilitator, map
of the block 13: request the material from ternype@romayouth.com
Information sheet for the facilitators – a half page for each of the 6 topics with more
information for the facilitators, to add/comment/sumamrise after each group's
presentation.
During the interactive exercise, the facilitator can give some additional information or
clarification after each presentation to have a more complete picture if needed.
The Step 4 is not about closing the whole visit, but one to address any remaining
questions, or support participants if they are in a strong emotional situation. One of the
mentors will be in the Block 13 all the time, to support the facilitators if needed. The
tour guide will also be with the group in the Block 13.

